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Understanding and predicting customer choices. / Oppewal, Harmen; Timmermans, Harry.
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Measuring perceived service quality using integrated conjoint experiments. / Oppewal, Harmen; Vriens, Marco.

A Comparison of Full Profile and Hierarchical Information Integration Conjoint Methods to Modeling Group Preferences. / Molin, Eric J.E.; Oppewal, Harmen; Timmermans, Harry J.P.
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Modifying conjoint methods to model managers' reactions to business environmental trends : An application to modeling retailer reactions to sales trends. / Oppewal, Harmen; Louviere, Jordan J.; Timmermans, Harry J.P.
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Pairwise conjoint analysis of activity engagement choice. / Wang, Donggen; Oppewal, Harmen; Timmermans, Harry.

A constraints-induced model of park choice. / Stemerding, Marc; Oppewal, Harmen; Timmermans, Harry.

Assessing the effects of assortment and ambience : A choice experimental approach. / Koelemeijer, Kitty; Oppewal, Harmen.
Assessing the impact of school marketing: Conjoint choice experiments incorporating availability and substitution effects. / Borgers, A.; Oppeval, H.; Ponjé, M.; Timmermans, H.

Group-based versus individual-based conjoint preference models of residential preferences: A comparative test. / Molin, E.; Oppeval, H.; Timmermans, H.

Modeling consumer perception of public space in shopping centers. / Oppeval, Harmen; Timmermans, Harry.

Ratings-based versus choice-based latent class conjoint models - An empirical comparison. / Vriens, Marco; Oppeval, Hamen; Wedel, Michel.

The validity of hierarchical information integration choice experiments to model residential preference and choice. / Van De Vyvere, Yves; Oppeval, Harmen; Timmermans, Harry.

Modeling Group Preferences Using a Decompositional Preference Approach. / Molin, Eric J.E.; Oppeval, Harmen; Timmermans, Harry J.P.

Modelling the effects of shopping centre size and store variety on consumer choice behaviour. / Oppeval, H.; Timmermans, H. J.P.; Louviere, J. J.

Leisure Market Segmentation:: An Integrated Preference/Constraints-Based Approach. / Stemerding, Marcus P.; Oppeval, Harmen; Beckers, Theo A.M.; Timmermans, Harry J.P.

Modeling constrained choice behaviour in regulated housing markets by means of discrete choice experiments and universal logit models: An application to the residential choice behaviour of divorcees. / Timmermans, H.; Van Noortwijk, L.; Oppeval, H.; Van Der Waerden, P.

Predicting consumer response to new housing: a stated choice experiment. / Molin, Eric; Oppeval, Harmen; Timmermans, Harry.

Combining revealed and stated preferences data. / Ben-Akiva, M.; Bradley, M.; Morikawa, T.; Benjamin, J.; Novak, T.; Oppeval, H.; Rao, V.

Modeling Hierarchical Conjoint Processes with Integrated Choice Experiments. / Oppeval, Harmen; Louviere, Jordan J.; Timmermans, Harry J.P.

Adaptive choice behavior of motorists in congested shopping center parking lots. / Waerden, Peter Van Der; Oppeval, Harmen; Timmermans, Harry.
Adaptive choice behaviour of motorists in congested shopping centre parking lots. / Van Der Waerden, Peter; Oppewal, Harmen; Timmermans, Harry.

A three-person ultimatum game to investigate effects of differences in need, sharing rules and observability on bargaining behaviour. / Oppewal, Harmen; Tougareva, Elena.

Residential choice behaviour of dual earner households: a decompositional joint choice model. / Timmermans, H.; Borgers, A.; Van Dijk, J.; Oppewal, H.

Context effects and decompositional choice modeling. / Oppewal, Harmen; Timmermans, Harry.

Relative importance of scenario information and frequency information in the judgment of risk. / Hendrickx, Laurie; Vlek, Charles; Oppewal, Harmen.
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